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Abstract—In this paper, the design, fabrication, and testing of a CMOS compatible mid-infrared (mid-IR) thermopile sensor comprising a stacked double layer thermopile and an interferometric absorber are reported. The devices are all fabricated in CMOS compatible process. The length and width of the thermocouple are 600 and 12 μm, respectively. One thermopile consists of 96 thermocouple pairs. The thickness of the poly-Si strips is 300 nm and the thickness of the SiO2 electrical isolation layer is 150 nm. The interferometric absorber is formed by a stacked three layer of 7-nm TiN, 250-nm amorphous silicon, and 300-nm Al. The measurement using blackbody with temperature of 470 °C was conducted at ambient temperature from −50 °C to 300 °C. The results show that the responsivity and the detectivity of this thermopile mid-IR sensor vary from 130 to 463 V/W and 3.8 * 10⁶ cm * Hz¹/² * W⁻¹ to 1.3 * 10⁷ cm * Hz¹/² * W⁻¹, respectively. And the time constant of the mid-IR sensor is 33 ms. The maximum output voltage is measured at 190 °C, where the responsivity and the detectivity are 425.7 V/W and 1.25 * 10⁷ cm * Hz¹/² * W⁻¹, respectively. [2014-0033]
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, infrared (IR) sensors fabricated with complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) compatible process are widely used for various applications [1]–[3]. CMOS compatible IR sensors have relatively small footprint, lower weight and faster response speed. Besides, these IR sensors can be monolithically integrated with read-out integrated circuits (ICs) for further signal amplification or other processing [4], [5]. In addition to the traditional application area of IR sensors, e.g. imaging, target surveillance and temperature monitoring, substance detectors grow in interest using wavelength selective sensing to analyze specific molecular bonds [6], [7].

Among these IR sensors, thermopile based IR sensors have great advantages due to the characteristics of no active operation power [8]–[10]. A thermopile is a group of serial-connected thermoelectric strip pair which is formed by two materials with different Seebeck coefficients. Due to the Seebeck effect, thermoelectric voltage is generated linearly corresponding to the temperature difference between the hot-junction and the cold-junction of thermopile structure [11]–[15], which means the thermopile IR sensor is a passive sensor generating voltage signal as a function of the temperature difference. Most of the IR sensors, like quantum sensors and bolometers [16], can not work properly at high temperatures [17]. However, a lot of applications for IR based chemical sensors, e.g. oil gas detection, require working at high temperature, thus a harsh environment of 200 °C to 300 °C. Therefore, we are keen at exploring the high temperature characteristics of thermopile based IR sensors for potential applications at harsh environment.

Various thermoelectric materials, including semiconductors and alloys, have been investigated so far [18]–[23]. Among these materials, Bi2Te3 and Sb2Te3 generate the highest figure-of-merit, i.e., ZT, within 200 °C, because of their relative good Seebeck coefficient and low electrical resistance. However, these materials are not CMOS compatible and therefore it is impossible to integrate them into standard CMOS manufacturing lines [24]. Alternative materials, like nickel and chromium, are widely used, however their low Seebeck coefficient limits them from achieving high performance [25], [26]. Recently, CMOS compatible polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) based IR sensors have been extensively studied [27]–[31]. However, the reported data only reveal the thermoelectric properties at room temperature.

The selection of supporting materials of the thermopile IR sensor is very critical in addition to the selection of thermoelectric materials. High thermal resistance, high mechanical and thermal stability are desirable for supporting materials. Polymers, e.g. SU-8, are emerging as attractive materials for this purpose [32]–[34], due to their relative low thermal conductance, flexibility [35] and potential on integration as biocompatible layer for bio-chips [36]. However, polymer is not mechanically reliable with respect to fabrication...
process temperature of main-stream thermoelectric materials, i.e., poly-Si at 1000 °C. Therefore, the SiO₂, a widely used CMOS compatible dielectric material, is utilized as supporting materials with additional advantages of its low thermal conductance, high thermal and mechanical stability [36].

Besides, the wavelength selective filter is very crucial in the realization of IR based chemical sensors, since the output signal is a function of the amount of specific molecules, and the signature of the particular molecules is recognized in terms of the wavelength [38]. In 1991, Liddiard did an analytical study on interferometric structures based absorber which comprises three stacked layers [39]. By varying the thickness of the three layers, the absorption spectrum of the interferometric absorber can be aligned to the desired wavelength. In contrast to the common approach of packaging the wavelength selective filter and IR radiation sensor in a metal can to form an IR based chemical sensor, Liddiard’s approach shows another way of making IR radiation sensor becomes wavelength selective. Hence, authors use the interferometric based wavelength-selective absorber in the proposed thermopile based IR sensor in this paper. To explore the feasibility of using thermopile based IR sensor aiming at oil gas sensing applications, i.e., a harsh environment [40], authors explore temperature-dependent characteristics for heavily doped poly-Si thermopile structure using CMOS materials and process.

II. DESIGN CONSIDERATION

A. Design of Thermopile

A thermopile is a series of electrically connected pairs of thermocouples which comprises a pair of materials with different Seebeck coefficients. According to the Seebeck effect, thermoelectric power is generated when there is a temperature difference between the two ends of the thermopile. The end with higher temperature is known as hot-junction while the other one is called cold-junction. The output voltage \( V_{out\_single} \) between the hot-junction and cold-junction of a single thermocouple can be described mathematically as [41]:

\[
V_{out\_single} = \Delta T \left( \alpha_1 - \alpha_2 \right) = \Delta T \alpha_{12},
\]

where \( \Delta T \) is the temperature difference between the hot-junction and cold-junction, and \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the Seebeck coefficients of the two materials, which form the thermocouple. The difference between \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) is defined as \( \alpha_{12} \).

In a design of infrared sensor using thermopile structure the hot-junction is usually close to an infrared absorber which absorbs the power from infrared radiation and converts it into heat. That causes a temperature rise at the hot-junction. The cold-junction, on the other hand, is usually connected to a heat sink, e.g., a single crystal silicon substrate, which presents the ambient temperature. In order to get a significant temperature difference between the cold-junction and hot-junction, these two junctions should be isolated. One of the most widely used structures to fulfill the isolation is a suspended structure, which is utilized in this paper.

The thermopile is an array of thermocouples so the output voltage of the thermopile \( V_{out} \) should be the sum of \( V_{out\_single} \) of each thermocouple. \( V_{out} \) of a thermopile with \( N \) thermocouples can be described as:

\[
V_{out} = N V_{out\_single} = N \Delta T \alpha_{12}.
\]  

1) Working Principle and Theoretical Analysis of Thermopile: There are two significant parameters to evaluate the performance of thermopile: the responsivity, \( R_v \), and the specific detectivity, \( D^* \). \( R_v \) stands for the output of the thermopile which corresponds to the output efficiency of the sensor while \( D^* \) stands for how precise the sensor can detect. \( R_v \) is defined as:

\[
R_v = \frac{V_{out}}{P_{absorb}},
\]

where \( P_{absorb} \) is the infrared power that is absorbed by the thermopile and can be calculated by:

\[
P_{absorb} = \eta \phi_0 A,
\]

where \( \eta \) is the absorption rate of the absorber, \( \phi_0 \) is the infrared radiation power density and \( A \) is the area of absorber. According to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the radiance power density from the source to the thermopile, \( \phi_0 \), with field view of \( 2\theta \) can be expressed as:

\[
\phi_0 = \sigma \left( T_s^4 - T_0^4 \right) \sin^2 \theta
\]

where \( \sigma \) is Stefan-Boltzmann constant, \( T_s \) is the temperature of source, \( T_0 \) is the target temperature which, in this case, is the temperature of the sensor or the ambient temperature.

According to equation (2), (3) and (4), the expression of \( R_v \) can be converted to:

\[
R_v = \frac{N \Delta T \alpha_{12}}{\eta \phi_0 A},
\]

According to reference [38], the temperature difference \( \Delta T \) can be expressed as:

\[
\Delta T = P_{absorb} * R_{ther} = \eta \phi_0 A R_{ther},
\]

where \( R_{ther} \) is the thermal resistance. By inserting equation (7) into equation (6) \( R_v \) can be defined as:

\[
R_v = \frac{N P_{absorb} R_{ther} \alpha_{12}}{P_{absorb}} = N R_{ther} \alpha_{12}.
\]

The \( R_{ther} \) is determined with the thermal conductivity of the materials and the dimensions of the thermopile structure. The detailed analysis is shown in our previous work [42]. Another significant parameter, \( D^* \) is defined as:

\[
D^* = \sqrt{\frac{\Delta f}{NEP}},
\]

where \( \Delta f \) is the frequency bandwidth of the read out system, \( NEP \) is the noise equivalent power.

NEP represents the signal power that gives a signal-to-noise ratio of one in one hertz output bandwidth. \( D^* \) is inverse to the NEP and is normalized by the absorption area and signal bandwidth. The NEP indicates the value of signal which can be detected by the sensor.

NEP can be expressed as:

\[
NEP = \frac{V_t}{R_v},
\]
$V_n$ is the equivalent noise voltage. Since there is no current flow through the IR sensor using thermopile structure there is no $1/f$ noise, therefore the main noise source is Johnson noise [32] and $V_n$ can be expressed as:

$$V_n = \sqrt{4kTR\Delta f},$$

where $k$ is Boltzmann constant, $T$ is the temperature of thermopile (in kelvin) and $R$ is the electrical resistivity. Then the detectivity can be calculated as

$$D^* = \frac{R_n\sqrt{A/4kTR}}{1}.$$  (12)

2) Parameter Study of the Materials Used to Build the Thermopile: According to the equations mentioned in the previous section, the properties of the materials used as thermocouple are crucial to the performance of the thermopile based IR sensor. The efficiency of a thermoelectric material is determined by the dimensionless figure of merit, $ZT$ [43],

$$ZT = \frac{\alpha^2}{\rho C T},$$

where $\alpha$ is the Seebeck coefficient, defined as the thermoelectric voltage produced per degree temperature difference, $\rho$ is the electrical resistivity, $C$ is the thermal conductivity, and $T$ is the temperature of the sensor [44], [45].

Among the reported thermoelectric materials used in thermopiles, Bi$_2$Te$_3$ and Sb$_2$Te$_3$ are the well-known n-type and p-type materials which generate the highest figure-of-merit, i.e., $ZT$, within 200 °C. However, these materials are not CMOS compatible. For that reason these two materials cannot be integrated into standard CMOS manufacturing lines. Although some thin film metal materials, e.g. nickel and chromium, are also used in thermopiles, their low Seebeck coefficient limits them from achieving high performance. Recently semiconductor based thermopiles have been presented using Germanium (Ge), Silicon carbide (SiC) and polycrystalline silicon (poly-Si) which can be fabricated using CMOS compatible process. J. Xie et al. have studied the thermoelectric properties of heavily doped poly-Si at room temperature [29].

In this paper a study on the thermoelectric properties of heavily doped poly-Si up to 300 °C is done to demonstrate the thermopile performance in different temperature.

In this paper heavily doped poly-Si was studied because of its good thermoelectric performance [43]. The implantation conditions of the poly-Si test structures used in the experiment are the same as we did in previous work [42]. The thickness of the poly-Si is 300nm.

In order to study the electric resistivity of the heavily doped poly-Si, we utilized van-der-Pauw structure as shown in Fig.1. Four-point method was utilized to get the average resistivity of the poly-Si. The contacts are numbered from 1 to 4 in a counter-clockwise order, beginning at the top-left contact, as shown in Fig.2.

The average resistivity of a sample is given by

$$\rho = R_S \ast t,$$

where $R_S$ is the sheet resistance and $t$ is the thickness of the poly-Si, which is 300nm. To make a measurement, a current is applied to flow along one edge of the sample (for instance, $I_{12}$) and the voltage across the opposite edge (in this case, $V_{34}$) is measured. From these two values, a resistance (for this example, $R_{12,34}$) can be found using Ohm’s law:

$$R_S = V_{34}/I_{12}$$

With the same method, $R_{23,41}$ can also be measured. Then the sheet resistance $R_S$ can be defined as followed [46]:

$$e^{-\pi R_{12,34}/R_S} + e^{-\pi R_{23,41}/R_S} = 1$$

Additionally, by varying the ambient temperature the temperature coefficients of resistance (TCRs) of the poly-Si are measured by getting different $I/V$ curves.

The Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductance were determined by a cantilever test structure as shown in Fig.2, which performs as a single thermocouple using poly-Si and aluminium (Al) as two thermoelectric materials. The cantilever comprises of three layers: thermal SiO$_2$, doped poly-Si and PECVD SiO$_2$, while the narrow Al line connects the hot-junction and cold-junction for electric signal readout. The geometries of the n-type and p-type cantilever test structure are the same. The thickness of poly-Si in the test structure is 300 nm, while the width is 90 μm and the length is 300 μm. The width of the Al line is 1 μm and the thickness is 300nm. As the theoretical thermal conductance of SiO$_2$ is much lower than doped poly-Si and the dimensions of Al metal line is smaller than the cantilever over almost two orders, it is expected that the cantilever can reflect the thermal conductance of the poly-Si.

A micro-heater is arranged at the end of the hot-junction, as shown in Fig.2, to heat up the hot-junction of the test structure. Since the Seebeck coefficient of poly-Si varies with the temperature of the device and the micro-heater will inevitably affect the temperature of the device, it is crucial to make sure that the temperature rise caused by the micro-heater will be minimized and not affect the performance of the thermopile too much. Our previous work [42] shows that the output voltage at different temperatures is linear with the applied input power. Therefore it can be concluded that the testing results of the test key are still reasonable. The measurement results are shown in Table I.

In order to get the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity of poly-Si, the temperature at the hot-junction need
to be obtained, since the temperature at the cold-junction equals to the temperature of the substrate, which reflects the ambient temperature. As shown in Fig.2, a thermometer made by poly-Si is arranged at the end of the hot-junction to monitor the temperature. For purpose of temperature monitoring, temperature coefficients of resistance (TCRs) of the poly-Si need to be obtained. The Van-der-Pauw test structure, shown in Fig.1, was used to determine TCR of the heavily doped poly-Si, which is about $-0.22\%/K$ and $-0.17\%/K$ for n-type poly-Si and p-type poly-Si, respectively.

The temperature difference between the cold junction and the hot junction can be derived by using equation 17.

$$R(T) = R(T_0) \times (1 + TCR \times (T - T_0))$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)$$

where $R(T)$ is the resistance at temperature $T$ while $R(T_0)$ is the resistance at the original temperature. Fig.3 shows the average measurement results of the Seebeck coefficient of the n-type heavily doped poly-Si and the p-type poly-Si from four different test keys with the same design. The diversion of the data got from these four test key are less than 3%, which proves therepeatability of this experiment.

According to Fig.3(a), the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient of the p-type heavily doped poly-Si is increasing with temperature but saturates and even decrease over 250 °C. By comparing the Seebeck coefficient of p-type heavily doped poly-Si at $-50 \degree C$ and 250 °C, a significant increase can be observed. The Seebeck coefficient of the p-type heavily doped poly-Si increases over 400% at 300 °C in comparison to 0 °C. Fig.3(b) shows the calculated Seebeck coefficient of the n-type heavily doped poly-Si. Similar to the case of p-type poly-Si, the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient of n-type heavily doped poly-Si increases largely with temperature while saturates and even decrease over 250 °C. In another aspect, the increasing rate of the magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient of the n-type heavily doped poly-Si is not as significant as for the p-type. The magnitude of the Seebeck coefficient increase only about 150% for this case.

In order to express the relationship between the Seebeck coefficient of the heavily doped n/p-type poly-Si and the temperature, a cubic polynomial curve fitting is conducted. The solid lines in Fig.3 present the fitted cubic polynomial curve.

Using equation 17, we can calculate the temperature difference between cold-junction and hot junction. Additionally the thermal conductance can also be calculated with equation 18:

$$C_{Si} \cdot \Delta T = P_{in} \cdot (T - T_0)$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)$$

where $C_{Si}$ is the thermal conductance of the polysilicon, $P_{in}$ is the energy applied in the experiment which can be expressed as:

$$P_{in} = \frac{V_{in}^2}{R_{heater}}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (19)$$

The obtained results show that the thermal conductivity of the heavily doped poly-Si is not significantly changed with temperature. The electric resistivity at room temperature, TCR, Seebeck coefficient at room temperature and the thermal conductivity are shown in Table I.

### B. Design and Development of the Interferometric Absorber

In this paper we present a simple absorber structure which can be applied on any infrared sensor. This absorber comprises...
an ALD deposited TiN film, an amorphous silicon dielectric layer and a high conductive metal reflector.

A thin film with the sheet resistance of 189Ω/□ will absorb 50% of the incident radiation. Due to the impedance matching with the atmospheric impedance, reflection can be minimized. The dielectric layer is chosen to maintain a distance between the reflector and the absorber of 1/4 optical wavelength for the IR-light and therefore contribute to an interferometric enhancement which will ideally provide 100% of absorption for the required wavelength. K.C. Liddiard conducted a theoretical analysis of the absorption of this 3-layer structure, in which the absorption rate α is a function of the wavelength λ [39].

According to K.C. Liddiard’s report, the absorption rate depends on the sheet resistance of the top TiN nano thick layer, which should be 377Ω/□, while the position of the absorption peak depends on the thickness and refractive index of the dielectric layer. In this paper, thickness of the top TiN layer is 7nm and the backside reflection Al layer is 300nm. The dielectric layer is amorphous Silicon (A-Si) with the refractive index around 4 and the thickness is chosen to be 250nm.

An FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) is utilized to measure the absorption spectrum and the measurement results are shown in Fig.4(a). Fig.4(a) shows that the absorption peak is around 3.9μm at which the absorption rate can reach about 99%. There is small fluctuation in the spectrum near 3.7 μm, which cannot be explained by the theory discussed above. In order to figure out the reason of this fluctuation further investigation will be conducted in future study.

Since this mid-IR sensor is designed for high temperature applications, it is crucial to study the behavior of the absorber at various temperature. According to the previous description the main influence from temperature lies on the resistance change of the top TiN along with temperature. The temperature coefficient of resistance (TCR) of TiN is in 10⁻⁴ K⁻¹ [47]. Thus the derived resistance difference of TiN between -50 °C and 300 °C should be less than 10%. Using equations presented in K.C. Liddiard’s work [39], the simulation of the absorption at 3.9μm with different sheet resistance of top TiN was conducted. Figure 5 reveals the simulation results that the absorption at 3.9μm is changed less than 2%, even when the sheet resistance of the top TiN layer is changed from 300Ω/□ to 500Ω/□. In this work the design sheet resistance of the top TiN layer is 377Ω/□. This simulation result indicates that the absorption behavior of the absorber is quite stable at the temperature from -50 °C and 300 °C.

C. Configuration of Thermopile

In order to optimize the performance of the thermopile IR sensor, we use a thermopile structure of a stacked double layer (SDL), which was reported in our previous work [42].
Fig. 6. Schematic drawing of the SDL mid-IR sensor (a) and the optical microscope photo of the IR sensor after released (b).

Fig. 6(a) shows a cross-beam-like thermopile structure which comprises an interferometric absorber. The absorber which absorbs the infrared radiation, is deposited in the central part of the cross leading to temperature rise at the hot junction.

The whole thermopile is suspended on a thin SiO$_2$ membrane. The suspended structure constrains the heat to make sure the heat transfers only through the thermopile, which is connecting the hot-junction and cold-junction. The silicon substrate connected to the end of the cross has high thermal conductance and large thermal mass to maintain a relatively constant temperature at the cold-junction. As a result, when the device is exposed to an IR radiation, there will be a temperature difference between the hot-junction and cold-junction, leading to a voltage drop between these two junctions. Such a voltage drop is read out through the contact pads.

The structure of the interferometric absorber is shown in Fig. 4(b). The absorber is formed with three layers: 7nm Titanium Nitride (TiN) on the top, 250nm amorphous Silicon (A-Si) in the second layer and 300nm Aluminum at the bottom. According to our previous work [42] the optimal dimension parameters are as follows: the length of the thermopile equals to 600 $\mu$m, the width of the thermopile equals to 12 $\mu$m and the number of thermopile equals to 96. The thickness of the poly-Si strips are 300nm and the thickness of the SiO$_2$ electrical isolation layer is 150nm.

### D. Temperature Study of Thermopile Mid-IR Sensor

According to the measurement results of the thermal conductivity, Seebeck coefficient and the electric resistivity, it is possible to predict that the performance of the thermopile increase along the temperature up to at least 250 $^\circ$C. However, according to the equation 5, the energy received by the sensor will decrease when the ambient temperature rise under the condition that the source temperature is fixed and equation 3 shows that the output signal will decrease proportional along with the absorbed power received by the sensor.

A theoretical investigation of the energy received by the mid-IR sensor at different ambient temperature was conducted by using the Stefan-Boltzmann law. The simulation results are normalized to the energy received by the sensor at 0 $^\circ$C. The data shown in Fig. 7 indicates that the energy received by the mid-IR sensor decreases significantly with the ambient temperature.

As the discussion above indicates, there is a contradiction between the performance of the thermopile structure and the energy received by the sensor. Therefore, it is reasonable to predict that there could be a balance point to ambient temperature at which the sensor output voltage reaches its highest value. Thus a simulation was conducted to predict this balance point. The material properties applied in the
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Fig. 9. Micro-fabrication process flow of thermopile. (a) Deposit and structure n/p-type poly-Si using PECVD SiO₂ as electric isolation. (b) Open contact holes on the poly-Si, implement contact implantation and deposit Al to make a connection between the n/p-type poly-Si. (c) Release the membrane with XeF₂ after DRIE for 10 min. (d) Seal the whole device with 2 μm PECVD low stress SiO₂. (e) Deposit Al/A-Si/TiN three-layer interferometric mid-IR absorber. (f) Define the area of absorber at the central part of the sensor structure.

Fig. 9 shows the micro-fabrication process flow of the wavelength selective thermopile based IR sensor. The starting substrate is an 8" silicon wafer with 725 μm thickness. Firstly, n/p-type poly-Si strips are deposited and structured with thickness of 300nm. The implantation condition is same as we reported in previous work [42]. PECVD SiO₂, with thickness of 150nm, is deposited as electric insulation layer between the n/p-type poly-Si and on the top of whole wafer [Fig. 9(a)]. Then the contact holes on poly-Si strip are open. After the contact hole open a heavy implantation is conducted to reduce the contact resistance between poly-Si and aluminum (Al). The implantation condition refers to our previous work in [42]. Then Al layer was deposited by sputtering and patterned to form metal interconnection between n-type and p-type poly-Si strips. To establish good ohmic contact between the Al and poly-Si, the wafer was annealed at 420 °C for 30 minutes [Fig. 9(b)]. In order to confine the heat flux of the thermopile beams, the whole device is release with XeF₂ after deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) based on SF₆ and C₄F₈ gases for 10μm [Fig. 9(c)]. Following with the release step, 2μm PECVD SiO₂ is deposited to seal the release hole so that the mechanic strength is enhanced to support the further fabrication of the interferometric absorber [Fig. 9(d)]. Besides, the pressure used in the PECVD process is about 0.5mbar which is vacuum. Therefore, the thermal conductance from the air is also minimized by the sealing process. After the sealing process, the stacked three layer absorption structure is deposited in the central part of the IR sensor with the dimension as the discussion in previous section [Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 9(f)].

III. MICRO-FABRICATION

Fig. 9 shows the micro-fabrication process flow of the wavelength selective thermopile based IR sensor. The starting substrate is an 8" silicon wafer with 725 μm thickness. Firstly, n/p-type poly-Si strips are deposited and structured with thickness of 300nm. The implantation condition is same as we reported in previous work [42]. PECVD SiO₂, with thickness of 150nm, is deposited as electric insulation layer between the n/p-type poly-Si and on the top of whole wafer [Fig. 9(a)]. Then the contact holes on poly-Si strip are open. After the contact hole open a heavy implantation is conducted to reduce the contact resistance between poly-Si and aluminum (Al). The implantation condition refers to our previous work in [42]. Then Al layer was deposited by sputtering and patterned to form metal interconnection between n-type and p-type poly-Si strips. To establish good ohmic contact between the Al and poly-Si, the wafer was annealed at 420 °C for 30 minutes [Fig. 9(b)]. In order to confine the heat flux of the thermopile beams, the whole device is release with XeF₂ after deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) based on SF₆ and C₄F₈ gases for 10μm [Fig. 9(c)]. Following with the release step, 2μm PECVD SiO₂ is deposited to seal the release hole so that the mechanic strength is enhanced to support the further fabrication of the interferometric absorber [Fig. 9(d)]. Besides, the pressure used in the PECVD process is about 0.5mbar which is vacuum. Therefore, the thermal conductance from the air is also minimized by the sealing process. After the sealing process, the stacked three layer absorption structure is deposited in the central part of the IR sensor with the dimension as the discussion in previous section [Fig. 9(e) and Fig. 9(f)].

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Electrical Testing

In order to characterize the thermopile based IR sensor, the features of the thermopile structure need to be characterized first. According to the simulation mentioned in our previous work [41], the impact of using a micro-heater to imitate the IR source with the same power is less than 1% compare to the real blackbody IR source. Fig.10 shows the electrical measurement which was carried out using a semiconductor parameter analyzer (Agilent technology, 4156C) equipped with a probe station (Cascade Microtech, PMV200).

A bias voltage is applied from -5V to 5V in steps of 0.1V to get the electrical response of the thermopile structure. The input voltage can be converted into input power by equation 19.

By taking $P_{in}$ and the measured output voltage $V_{out}$ into equation 3, the responsivity of the thermopile is calculated. The calculation results are shown in Fig.11. The dotted points are the measured responsivity while the solid line is the simulated data.

The simulation was conducted with the theory and measured materials properties mentioned in section II. The thermal conductivity of poly-Si has been obtained and discussed in
Fig. 10. Experimental setup for the IR measurement and temperature dependent study.

Fig. 11. Electric measurement results of the SDL thermopile.

As shown in Fig. 11, the responsivity of this thermopile mid-IR sensor varies from 130 V/W to 463 V/W within the temperature range of −50 °C to 300 °C. Besides, responsivity from both of the measurement and the simulation result increase along with the temperature rising and slightly decrease after reaching 250 °C. The highest responsivity, when the ambient temperature is 250 °C, is around 350% compared to the lowest responsivity at the ambient temperature of −50 °C. The simulated responsivity and the measured one are in the same trend, but the simulated responsivity is slightly higher than that of the measured one. This difference might be because of that the thermal cross talk between each thermocouple is not considered in the simulation [31], [48].

B. Radiation Testing

After the electrical measurement, the characterization of the thermopile based IR sensor was conducted. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 10. The blackbody IR source with temperature of 470 °C is fixed on the top of the vacuum chamber which is equipped with a ZnSe window. According to the Planck’s curve, the radiation peak is around 3.9 μm, which matches with the design of the absorber. The IR transmission of the ZnSe window is around 80% to ensure that the response of the IR sensor is large enough to be detected. In order to avoid the area other than absorber in detector chip receives too much radiation from blackbody even more than the absorber, an aluminum foil with a 0.4mm by 0.4mm open hole is placed on the top of the chip as shown in Fig. 10. The blackbody IR source is equipped with a chopper at the frequency from 2 Hz to 512 Hz such that the time constant is obtained from the IR measurement results. The IR measurement was conducted for 1000 times to test the working stability of the IR sensor. The time constant was decided by the time required to reach 63% of the maximum detector output voltage [49]. According to the IR measurement results at room temperature (as shown in Fig. 12), the cut-off frequency is around 30 Hz which means the time constant is around 33 ms, where the time constant is determined by the thermal conductance or resistance and thermal capacitance based on the equation 20.

\[
\tau = R_{ther} \times C_{ther}, \tag{20}
\]

where \( \tau \) is the time constant, \( R_{ther} \) is the thermal resistance and \( C_{ther} \) is the thermal capacitance. The calculated time constant with equation 20 is 32.4 ms, which is close to the measurement results.
In order to derive the detectivity of the mid-IR sensor, the measurement of noise at different working temperature was conducted and the results are shown in Fig. 13. According to the theory of thermopile discussed in section II, there is only Johnson noise which can be calculated by equation 11. The measured overall electric resistance of the thermopile structure is 610 kΩ and the theoretical noise at room temperature is estimated at 0.2 μV/√Hz. The electric bandwidth is given as 400 Hz for Digital Analyzer 5000a (Agilent). In this paper, we do not focus on the optimization of readout circuit design so that the optimized electric bandwidth of the readout circuit is not explored. General speaking, when the optimized electric bandwidth of the readout circuit could be limited to around 1 Hz, the noise will be much smaller and the D* could be one order higher than the measured value. By using the measured noise shown in Fig. 13 and measured responsivity in Fig. 11, the specific detectivity, D*, is calculated as \(3.8 \times 10^6 \text{ cm} \cdot \text{Hz}^{1/2} \cdot \text{W}^{-1}\) to \(1.3 \times 10^7 \text{ cm} \cdot \text{Hz}^{1/2} \cdot \text{W}^{-1}\) from -50 °C to 300 °C as shown in Fig. 14.

According to the discussion in the end of section 2.1, the authors predict that the ambient temperature can be optimized to obtain a highest output signal when the source temperature is fixed. This is because the performance of the thermopile structure increases along with the device temperature significantly but the radiation strength decreases when the device temperature increases. In order to verify this prediction and find an optimized device temperature, an experiment with the blackbody IR source was conducted. The temperature of the blackbody source is 470 °C as the same to the experiment discussed in previous section.

C. Infrared Measurement at Different Temperature

The measurement results are shown in Fig. 15. As shown in Fig. 15, the output voltage decreases when the ambient temperature is over 190 °C, while the thermopile structure provides the highest \(R_v\) at 250 °C, as shown in Fig. 11. The solid blue line is the simulated results the same as in Fig. 8 and the red stars present the measurement data. This result indicates that the impact of the rising of thermopile structure performance is less than the impact of decreasing of the radiation intensity. As a result, it is proper to claim that the ambient temperature balance point is 190 °C when the source temperature is 470 °C. The small difference between the measurement results and simulation results shown in section 2 is due to the difference of measurement values and fitted values of the Seebeck coefficient.

V. Conclusions

In this paper a CMOS compatible Mid-infrared wavelength-selective thermopile sensor comprising an SDL thermopile and an interferometric absorber is reported. The design, analysis, micro-fabrication and testing of the SDL thermopile structure and the interferometric absorber are presented. The absorption peak of the three-layer interferometric absorber is around 3.9 μm at which the absorption rate can reach about 99%. The study of the thermoelectric properties of heavily doped n/p-type poly-Si indicates that the thermopile structure performs better at high temperature, which matches with the electrical testing results of the thermopile structure. An experiment of IR measurement in different ambient temperature was also conducted to obtain an optimized ambient temperature when the source temperature is 470 °C. The time constant is derived from the measurement results as 33 ms. Considering the output voltage, the fabricated IR sensor gives the maximum value of 0.59 mV at the ambient temperature of 190 °C, where the responsivity and the detectivity are derived as 425.7 V/W and 1.25 \(\times 10^7 \text{ cm} \cdot \text{Hz}^{1/2} \cdot \text{W}^{-1}\), respectively. The aforementioned results suggest that the developed thermopile based mid-IR sensor are good at applications operated at temperature around 200 °C.
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